THEMUSIC
While it is thought that Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart may have composed ﬁve concertos for
the bassoon, his 1774 Bassoon Concerto is the
only one to have survived, since becoming one
of the most performed works in the bassoon
repertoire. Owen Farr’s arrangement of the
Allegro translates ideally to the tenor horn,
contrasting dextrous technical ﬂourishes with
singing lyricism, all the while engaging in
animated conversation with the brass band
accompaniment.
Long established as a jazz standard, Autumn
Leaves has accrued well over a thousand
commercial recordings since its composition
by Hungarian-French composer Joseph
Kosma for the 1946 French ﬁlm Gates of
the Night. The song received its ﬁrst English
language recording in 1950 by Jo Stafford,
before rapidly spreading in popularity
throughout the 1950s, being covered by
artists such as Bing Crosby, Nat King Cole,
Doris Day, Frank Sinatra, Duke Ellington, and
many more. Bill Geldard arranged the song
for trombone, from which this arrangement
is adapted.

A passionate advocate for new contemporary
music for the tenor horn, Ross commissioned
two major works as part of this recording
project. The ﬁrst comes from the pen of
the winner of the 2019 EBBA Composers’
Competition, Daniel Hall. Entitled Forgetting
How To Be: Human the composer simply
writes that “the music takes its inspiration from
being in an isolated state, locked in one’s own
mind, independent with their thoughts.” The
angular, mechanical writing evokes a sense of
perpetual agitation as the performer retreats
further and further into their own head,
entering a “zombie state of mind”, before a ﬁnal
chance of hope and redemption as the music
comes to a close.
The plaintive melody of The Lark in the Clear
Air originated as a traditional Irish air, before
being set to lyrics by poet Sir Samuel Ferguson
in 1879. Attracting immediate popular
acclaim, the uplifting lines have captured the
imagination of a wide array of artists ever
since:

Dear thoughts are in my mind
And my soul soars enchanted,
As I hear the sweet lark sing
In the clear air of the day.
For a tender beaming smile
To my hope has been granted,
And tomorrow she shall hear
All my fond heart would say.
I shall tell her all my love,
All my soul’s adoration,
And I think she will hear
And will not say me nay.
It is this that gives my soul
All its joyous elation,
As I hear the sweet lark sing
In the clear air of the day.
Gordon Langford’s masterful arrangement
brought the famous air to the brass band
scene, and has come to be regarded as a
classic of the tenor horn solo repertoire.
Composed around 1761-65, Haydn’s Cello
Concerto No. 1 was thought lost for almost
200 years until it was rediscovered in 1961.
Likely composed for Joseph Weigi, principal

cello for the Prince Esterházy Orchestra and
good friend of Haydn, the concerto has since
become a staple of the cello repertoire. In
this iteration, the Allegro Molto Finale has
been expertly arranged by Owen Farr as an
exhilarating tour-de-force for the tenor horn.
Antonín Dvořák's 1901 opera Rusalka tells the
story of the title character, a water nymph
who falls in love with a human prince who
frequents her lake, and subsequently wishes
to become human herself. In Act One,
Rusalka sings her famous Song to the Moon,
pleading with the moon to reveal her love to
the prince. Arranged especially for Ross by
friend and mentor Owen Farr, this passionate
rendition showcases the tenor horn’s tone and
expressivity at its ﬁnest.
One of Ross’s aims for this recording project
was to contribute a brand new major work
to the tenor horn repertoire. This has been
achieved by commissioning a concerto for
the instrument entitled Matryoshka from
composer Jasper Dommett, who writes:

“Matryoshka is the Russian word for
Nesting Doll. When growing up I had a
fascination for these ornaments which
we had around our home. I used to be
so fascinated at how they were designed
to slot within each other perfectly. When
starting this piece, I came across a set of
these dolls and noticed that whilst each
doll may look like each other, the smaller
each one had been made, the simpler
the design became. This then became
the basis of this piece.”
The music utilises Schoenberg’s idea of multidimensional structures, with the composer
constructing a piece which works on many
different levels of Micro and Macro structures
nested within each other, just like Russian
dolls.
Consisting of four movements, the concerto
opens with a virtuosic cadenza, before
the soloist develops the themes over
murmuring bass lines and violent stabbing
chords, contrasted by a lilting melodic
line underpinned with tension from the
accompaniment. Close harmonies permeate

the textural beauty of the “tranquil and
heartfelt” second movement, over which the
soloist sings, building to a glorious climax.
The third movement utilises an electronic
accompaniment of pre-recorded multilayered tenor horn lines, digitally enhanced to
create an ethereal sound world through which
the soloist intertwines. The fourth movement
reinstates the previous ideas and motifs,
before building to a virtuosic ﬁnale.
Barbra Streisand’s critically acclaimed
Evergreen was composed as the title track
for the 1976 ﬁlm A Star Is Born. The song
became one of the biggest hits of Streisand’s
career, earning her a Golden Globe for Best
Original Song and an Academy Award for
Best Original Song, and she was also the
ﬁrst woman to be honoured as a composer
by the Academy. Arranger Alan Catherall
seamlessly translates the passionate melody
into the brass band medium, which acts as a
soothing ‘encore’ to this recording project.
Thomas Dunne

ROSSDUNNE
Ross Dunne began his musical journey
with Cwmbran Brass in 2005 at the age of
seven, and quickly became involved in the
Greater Gwent Youth Brass Band, eventually
becoming Principal Horn. The experience of
playing in such venues as the Royal Albert
Hall and Symphony Hall Birmingham with
the band inspired Ross to pursue performing,
who went on to represent the county with the
National Youth Brass Band of Great Britain
between 2013 and 2015, and the National
Youth Brass Band of Wales between 2012
and 2017, becoming Principal Horn on just his
second year with the band.
In 2011, Ross joined Pontypool Brass Band,
conducted by Owen Farr, and in 2013
moved to play Solo Horn with the Llwydcoed
Band, aiding them in their promotion to the
Championship Section under the guidance of
Christopher Turner.
In 2015, at the age of 16, Ross was invited by
Philip Harper to play First Horn with Cory
Band, winning the National Championships
later that year, and contributing towards the

famous 2016 ‘Grand Slam’ which saw the
band win the European Championships, the
British Open Championships, the National
Championships, and the Brass in Concert
Championships in the course of a single year.
In 2016, Ross started studying at the Royal
Welsh College of Music and Drama under
the guidance of friend and mentor Owen
Farr, and graduated in July 2020. During
this time Ross appeared as a ﬁnalist on the
BBC Radio 2 Young Brass Award in 2018,
accompanied by Foden’s Band.
Since 2018, Ross has been Solo Horn with
Tredegar Town Band under the leadership of
Ian Porthouse, regularly being featured as a
soloist with the band, and winning the Best
Instrumentalist prize at the Welsh Regional
Championships in 2020. Ross is in growing
demand as a guest soloist, band player, and
teacher, having performed in Switzerland,
Belgium, The Netherlands, Germany,
France, Austria, Sweden, and the USA over
his career thus far.

TREDEGARTOWNBAND
The origins of Tredegar Town Band can
be traced back to 1849, although it wasn’t
until 1876 following victory at the Welsh
National Eisteddfod that they were formally
constituted.
History shows that early contesting victories
were sporadic, although over the last 40
years they have become one of the world’s
elite performers, as well as multiple winners
of major competitions.

A self-supporting organisation with a
renowned reputation and innovation, they
represent the town that bears their name
with pride - literally so with their musical
contribution to the BAFTA Award winning
ﬁlm, Pride. Further artistic achievements
have included the world première of
Gavin Higgins’ critically acclaimed Dark
Arteries with the Rambert Ballet, which was
shortlisted for a Royal Philharmonic Music
Society Award, as well as being invited to
take part in London ‘Pride’ celebrations.

The band has received critical acclaim for its
CD releases Dark Arteries and War Memorials
as well as for its world première at Llandaff
Cathedral of the brass arrangement of the
masterpiece Spem in Alium by Thomas Tallis.
2018 saw the band play a major role in
the 70th anniversary celebrations of the
NHS - giving the world première of a new
commission entitled Legacy both in their
home town, and in becoming the ﬁrst brass
band to perform in The Speaker's House in
the heart of the Palace of Westminster.

In addition they also performed with Tim
Minchin at the Old Vic Theatre’s 200th
Anniversary Bicentenary Ball and gave
a promenade concert at the Hofburg
Imperial Palace in Austria. They returned to
Austria in November 2018 to perform at the
magniﬁcent Brucknerhaus on the banks of
the River Danube as part of the prestigious
Linz Brass Festival, whilst 2019 and 2020
saw the band claim the Welsh Area title for
the 12th and 13th time respectively.

TESTIMONIAL
"It has been an absolute privilege and pleasure to work alongside Ross in producing this
recording. From the initial conception of repertoire choice, I knew that it would be a challenging
yet ultimately musically rewarding project. His playing throughout the rehearsals and recording
sessions was both sublime and thrilling. All this was undertaken with the typically humble
manner he projects from week to week as a member of Tredegar Band. Aware of it, or not, his
artistry inspires his colleagues even within the playing of a simple melodic phrase. A true sign
of a real musician".
Ian Porthouse,
Musical Director Tredegar Town Band
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[1] ALLEGRO FROM THE BASSOON CONCERTO 5.16
Mozart arr. Owen Farr © Figaro Music
[2] AUTUMN LEAVES
Kosma arr. Bill Geldard - M/S
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[3] FORGETTING HOW TO BE: HUMAN
Daniel Hall © Daniel Hall

5.52

[4] THE LARK IN THE CLEAR AIR
Traditional arr. Gordon Langford © Chandos Music Ltd.

4.20

[5] FINALE FROM CELLO CONCERTO NO. 1
Haydn arr. Owen Farr © Prima Vista Musikk

4.17

[6] RUSALKA’S SONG TO THE MOON
Dvořák arr. Owen Farr © Figaro Music

5.49

[7 - 10] MATRYOSHKA: CONCERTO FOR
TENOR HORN AND BRASS BAND
Jasper Dommett © Jasper Dommett
I - MOVEMENT ONE
II - MOVEMENT TWO
III - MOVEMENT THREE
IV - MOVEMENT FOUR

9.00
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[11] EVERGREEN
Barbra Streisand arr. Alan Catherall - M/S

3.40
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